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Why are we here?

● Will artificial intelligence technologies 
revolutionize warfare? 

● Can the threat of cyber attacks be used to 
deter adversaries? 

● How might the proliferation of hypersonic 
weapons alter strategic stability?
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The Long History of Wargames
● Wargames appear in antiquity as early as the 5th century 

BCE:
● petteia (“pebbles”) or ludus latrunculorum (“game of 

little soldiers”)
● Central to both Greek and Roman military 

education… and entertainment
● By the 6th century AD, we have chaturunga—better known 

as…
● These strategy games were primarily used for military 

training—something that their successors games have 
also been designed around…
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German Origins: Reisswitz, Moltke, and Kriegsspiel 

● Against the backdrop of military officers 
manipulating chess, a Prussian officer (Georg 
von Reisswitz) develops a map-based war-game 
using varied pieces to denote unit type (infantry; 
cavalry) and using data from the Napoleonic 
wars to model unit effects
● “Hitpoint tracking”
● No clear “win conditions”
● “Free Kriegsspiel” (the White Cell)

● Came to be known as Kriegsspiel, German for…
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German Origins

● Reisswitz’s design became a central aspect of 
Prussian military training

● Institutionalized by Helmuth von Moltke the 
Elder (Prussian field marshal)
● Also a fan of “map-games”

● Victory in the Franco-Prussian War of 1870 
was attributed to wargaming
● Spreads to the Kriegsspiel Club at 

Oxford University in 1873, and to the 
United States in the 1880s (more on this 
later)
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The Naval War College
● Lt. William McCarty Little introduces wargaming at the 

NWC in 1886 before retiring in 1915
● Wargaming at the NWC was separated into tactics (“board 

maneuvers”) and strategy
(“chart maneuvers”) 

● For example, Tactical Game 94 of 1923 demonstrates the 
importance of reconnaissance and detection of the 
enemy’s forces

● ORANGE vs. Japan; RED vs. UK 
● Adm. Nimitz: Wargames predicted every tactic of the 

Japanese outside of kamikaze pilots
● Submarine doctrine…
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Wargaming and The Cold War

● A turn toward wargaming as an analytical tool
● Expansion beyond military science
● “Political-military” games
● Seminar, turn, and team-based design with 

“Control” adjudication between “Blue” and 
“Red”

● “to simulate the novel problem of fighting a limited 
war under the shadow of nuclear escalation”

● Examples: RAND; Bloomfield-Schelling DOD games
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Wargaming Today…



How Should We Study Emerging Capabilities?

As researchers/policy analysts/academics, we are often faced with a difficult 
challenge:

● How do you study a phenomenon that has yet to occur?
○ We can’t use empirical/case-based observational methods

Synthetic data-generating processes:

● Formal models and subsequent computer-based simulation
● Survey experiments
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How did we get here?
“Successfully navigating through this 
complex and dynamic competitive 
environment will once again require 
us to push the boundaries of 
technology while ensuring that 
innovation remains rooted in 
operationally realistic doctrine and 
capabilities. One way to do both is to 
re-prime and re-stoke the 
department’s wargaming engine.”
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A Note on branding…



Applications of (War)gaming Methods
Wargames are particularly useful for 
thinking about the tactical, operational, 
and strategic aspects of conflict [AND 
other behavioral phenomenon that we 
might be interested in]…

And this has defined the use of wargaming 
methods across three contexts:

● Education
● Training
● Analysis
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Bringing “Science” to the “Art of Wargaming”
Generally, traditional wargame designs are useful for exploring a problem but face clear (and we 
thought obvious) analytical challenges…

● Analytical Concerns:
○ Replication challenges
○ Sample bias
○ White cell adjudication
○ Sponsorship bias

●  Data Issues:
○ Data collection is often incidental
○ Rapporteurs
○ Data is cloistered
○ Wargame designs are often treated as intellectual property
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… and we are only beginning to 
understand these laboratory effects



Experimental Gaming Methods

Value Proposition:
○ Addresses the limits of existing gaming methods related to 

causal inference, generalizability, and replicability
○ Provides an additional data generating process for theory 

development and testing (particularly where observational 
data is limited or non-existent)

○ Adds a new type of experimental tool for social science 
research

○ Addresses the complexity of contemporary security 
environments

See: Schneider 2017; Lin-Greenberg 2018; Reddie et al. 2018 



My Team: Bringing Science to Wargaming

Always starts with the RQ (yields DV(s), IVs, and hypotheses)

1. Experimental design
2. With an emphasis on hypothesis testing
3. Game “elements” that reflect this design

a. Where we borrow from the “art of wargaming”

4. Alpha version (resources, counters, cards)
5. Beta testing (balancing the trilemma)…
6. Fielding
7. Analysis
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Synthetic DGPs in Context
Game design involves making hard (and imperfect) 
choices… 

● How many players are you going to include?
● What type of map should you use?
● Should you use “real” countries?
● How complex (how “real”) should you make 

the game?
● Does medium matter?
● Who gets to play (your sample)?
● How do you know the results are 

representative?
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An Example: SIGNAL

SIGNAL TTX, SIGNAL Board SIGNAL Online

● Abstract “states” (Orange, Purple, Green)
● 3-player (with nuclear dyads) game design
● Win Conditions

○ Economic
○ Security

● N-round games
○ Signaling phase *cost
○ Action phase *cost
○ Upkeep phase

● Instrumented for data collection
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Other Examples:
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Data Products

At base, we treat data from wargames in a similar 
manner to data from survey work…

● Units of analysis:
○ Game
○ Player-Game
○ Player-Round
○ Sample-Player-Game

● Methods:
○ Regression analysis, survival analysis, additional ML 

methods.
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*Wargame data also 
capture strategic 
interaction that surveys 
do not.



Open Questions

● Laboratory Effects and Game Design
○ Design concerns (abstract, # of players)
○ Game medium (digital vs. analog)
○ Sampling: “Elite” vs. “non-elite” play (Kertzer et al. 2022)

● Methodological Extensions
○ Human-machine play and experimentation
○ The wargame designer’s “sandbox”
○ Combining behavioral and physics-based models in gameplay

● Substantive Areas for Future Research
○ Nuclear proliferation (“Left of SIGNAL”)
○ Cyber deterrence
○ Alliance/Wedging dynamics
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Next-Generation Wargames
Many of the questions that we seek to answer as analysts 
of national and international security importance suffer 
from a dearth of empirical data…

Examples include considering the effects of emerging 
capabilities and/or new strategies…

How should we, as analysts, think about addressing this 
challenge?

● Synthetic data-generating processes (DGPs)

The example of the tailored nuclear weapons debate 
(Science and forthcoming in the Journal of Peace Research)
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Wargames as Experiments: A New Tool in the 
Analysis Toolkit
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Substantive Concerns:

● Cyber deterrence
● Hypersonics
● HPLY nuclear weapons

Methodological Concerns:

● Laboratory Effects


